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The effect of physical manipulation on the outcome of
neurotoxin (NT) injection was studied in a rat tibialis anterior
(TA) model system where dorsiflexion torque could be
measured precisely. After determination of initial torque, all rats
received a one-time botulinum toxin A (BTX-A) injection (dose
6.0 units/kg in a volume of 100µL) into the TA midbelly. Four
experimental groups were studied: one group was subjected to
BTX-A injection alone (BTX-A only, n=8), one was subjected
to BTX-A injection followed immediately by 10 isometric
contractions (ISO; n=9), and the third was subjected to BTX-A
followed immediately by 10 muscle passive stretch/release
cycles (PS; n=10). After 1 month, maximum dorsiflexion
torque of the injected and contralateral legs was determined
followed by quantification of TA fiber area. Post-injection
torque was significantly reduced by around 80% in all
NT-treated extremities 1 month after injection (p<0.05). While
all NT-treated extremities demonstrated a significant torque
decrease relative to their pre-injection levels, ISO and PS groups
demonstrated significantly lower torques compared with the
BTX-A only group which received no physical manipulation
(p<0.05) indicating greater efficacy. Perhaps even more
surprising was that the ISO and PS groups both demonstrated a
significantly smaller contralateral effect compared with the
BTX-A only group that received no manipulation (p<0.05)
indicating a decreased systemic-effect. Muscle fiber size
generally correlated with dorsiflexion torque. These data
demonstrate that both neuromuscular activity (seen in the ISO
group) and muscle movement (seen in the PS group) increased
the efficacy of BTX-A and decreased the systemic side effects.

Neurotoxins (NT) that block neuromuscular transmission
are used to treat muscular spasticity secondary to cerebral
palsy, stroke, and head injury.1–3 Therapeutic effects of NT
treatment on spasticity include improved muscle function,
facilitation of the effects of physical therapy, and delayed
surgery. However, there are immediate and long-term nega-
tive side effects related to NT treatments, including systemic
weakness and resistance to the toxin.4–6

It is suggested that NT side effects are dose-dependent.1,7

Efforts have been made to identify factors that might improve
the effectiveness of this class of drugs, as increased efficacy
may result in lower utilized doses, reduced costs, and poten-
tially, longer-lasting treatment effects. 

One attempt to increase the efficacy of NT treatment
involves activation of the affected muscle. Hughes and
Whaler8 proposed that NT is most efficient in blocking the
neuromuscular junction when muscles are activated. This
supports the observation that nerve stimulation accelerates
toxin internalization into the nerve terminal.9 While there
are reports that both electrical stimulation1,10,11 and volun-
tary exercise12 enhance the effects of NT injection, none of
these studies directly measured treated and systemic muscle
function. Rather, outcomes were judged based on subjective
rating scales and voluntary function. Observed functional
changes may thus be due to voluntary activation changes,
neuromuscular junction functional changes, muscle fiber
size changes, muscle fiber type changes, or a combination of
all these factors.

To determine whether physical manipulation, such as
electrical stimulation and passive stretch, can alter the effica-
cy of NT treatment, the present authors developed a high-
resolution functional model of muscle torque generation
that enables serial testing of joint torque. By using an animal
model, the muscle tissue is accessible at the end of the exper-
iment and functional changes can be directly related to the
structural properties of the muscle itself. Thus, the aim of
this study was to quantify the effect of two physical modali-
ties – isometric contraction (ISO) and passive stretch (PS) –
on the functional and structural properties of injected mus-
cles as well as the contralateral muscles that were not inject-
ed. The direct effects of physical treatment could be assessed
based on the injected muscle’s properties, and assessment of
the systemic-effects could be based on the contralateral non-
injected muscle’s properties.

Method
ANIMAL SUBJECTS

Laboratory animals used in this study were untrained, mature
male Sprague-Dawley rats (Harlan, Indianapolis, IN, USA) with
a mean weight of 392g (standard error of the mean [SEM] 4.6g;
n=31). Rats were housed two per cage at 20 to 23˚C with a
12h:12h dark–light cycle. All procedures were approved by the
University of California and the VA Medical Center committees
on the ethical use of animal subjects in research. After terminal
experiments, animals were sacrificed with an intracardiac injec-
tion of pentobarbitol sodium (0.5mL of 390mg/mL solution).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL

Animal subjects were randomly divided into four groups:
one group was subjected to botulinum toxin A (BTX-A,
Allergan, Irvine, CA, USA) injection (BTX-A only, n=8); the
second group was subjected to BTX-A injection followed
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immediately by 10 isometric contractions (n=9); and the
third was subjected to BTX-A followed immediately by 10
muscle passive stretch/release cycles (n=10). A fourth group
of animals received saline injection to serve as controls for
anesthesia, handling, and the injection procedures (n=4).

After anesthesia induction (2% isoflurane, 2.0L/min), ankle

isometric dorsiflexion torque was measured before injection
as previously described.13 Briefly, dorsiflexors were activated
(15V stimulus, 650ms train duration) via the common peroneal
nerve while torque was measured using a custom-designed
dynamometer. To insure that an intact neuromuscular unit
was being tested, the normal neural recruitment pattern
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Figure 1:Mechanical records from experimental manipulation
of rat hindlimbs. Solid line represents dorsiflexion torque and
dashed line represents ankle joint angle. Both portions of figure
are plotted on same time base. (a) Torque record resulting from
40Hz stimulation of peroneal nerve under isometric conditions
(note no angular movement). (b) Torque record resulting from
passive plantarflexion of ankle of 32˚. Note relatively low
torque and nonlinear response of dorsiflexion torque to linear
angular rotation. Torque level is only about 10% of that
observed in panel (a). In this example, peak active torque =
0.41Nm while peak passive torque = 0.004Nm.

a b

Figure 2: Serial
histological sections
from saline-injected
muscles. (a, b) saline-
injected muscle, (c, d)
contralateral muscle.
a and c represent
haematoxylin and
eosin staining for
general muscle
morphology while b
and d represent
immunohistochemical
sections labeled with a
polyclonal antibody to
laminin to facilitate
computer-assisted
quantification of fiber
area. Note all sections
illustrate normal
muscle morphology.
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(increasing torque with increasing stimulation intensity) and
force-frequency behavior (increasing torque with increasing
stimulation frequency) was observed before injection. 

After activating the muscle over the range 20Hz to 100Hz
in 20Hz increments, three maximal isometric tetani were elicit-
ed at 100Hz. These three contractions were averaged to yield
the value for maximal isometric torque which has been shown
to have a coefficient of variation of about 10%,13,14 thus
enabling resolution of small changes in dorsiflexor function.
After initial torque was determined, all rats received a one-
time BTX-A injection (dose 6.0 units/kg in a volume of
100µL) into the midbelly of the tibialis anterior (TA) muscle.
This region was localized by palpating the largest bulk of the
muscle; the volume was administered by the same physician
in two sites of the midbelly. An equal 100µL volume of 0.9%
sodium chloride solution was injected in the same way into
the control animals’ TA muscle.

Application of the physical modalities (ISO or PS) was per-
formed immediately after injection over a 20-minute period.
ISO treatment was induced by activating the muscle 10 times
at 2-minute intervals and a frequency of 40Hz (15V, train dura-
tion of 650ms; Fig. 1a) which results in approximately 65% of
maximum tetanic tension that can easily be maintained with-
out fatigue over the 20-minute period (see Fig. 2 of Hentzen
et al. 2006).14 

PS treatment was applied by cyclically plantarflexing the
ankle through the tibiotarsal angle range of 90 to 123˚ over
400ms, also at 2-minute intervals. This results in a peak passive

force of <5% maximum isometric tension and linear TA mus-
cle deformation of 12% strain (see Fig. 1b in this article, Fig. 2
of Peters et al. 2003).13 One month later, dorsiflexion torque
was measured from both experimental and contralateral
limbs. Animals were then sacrificed and bilateral TA and exten-
sor digitorum longus muscles were excised and weighed. 

MUSCLE FIBER SIZE ANALYSIS

Excised TA muscles were snap-frozen in isopentane cooled by
liquid nitrogen (–159˚C) and stored at –80˚C for subsequent
analysis. Muscle cross-sections (10µm thick) were taken from
TA muscle midbelly. Sections were first treated with 1% bovine
serum albumin and normal goat and rat serum as blocking
agents. Sections were incubated overnight with a polyclonal
anti-laminin antibody (Sigma, St Louis, MO; dilution 1:1000),
and then with the secondary antibody, Alexa Fluor 594 goat
anti-rabbit immunoglobulin G (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA; dilu-
tion 1:200). The laminin antibody was used to label the fiber
perimeter and facilitate fiber area quantification.

Sections were imaged with a SPOT RT digital camera
(Diagnostic Instruments, Sterling Heights, MI) on a Nikon
Microphot SA epifluorescent microscope (Nikon, Tokyo,
Japan) using a 10× objective with a G-2B filter set for red fluo-
rescence. Based on pilot experiments defining the uniformi-
ty of fiber cross-sectional areas in the saline-injected and
contralateral muscles from all groups, every third field of
view was imaged (Fig. 2). The majority of samples (21 of 23)
from the BTX-A injected groups (BTX-A only, ISO, and PS)
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Figure 3: Serial histological sections of muscles from three treatment groups. (a–d) BTX-A-injected muscle, (e, f) contralateral
muscle. Within botulinum toxin A (BTX-A)-injected muscle were severely affected regions (a, b) and less severely affected regions
(c, d). These were quantified to determine weighted fiber area . a, c, and e represent haematoxylin and eosin staining for general
muscle morphology, while b, d, and f represent immunohistochemical sections labeled with polyclonal antibody to laminin.
Note multiple abnormalities in BTX-A-injected muscles including fiber size heterogeneity and increased cellularity. In severely
affected region (a, b) some fibers retain normal size and morphology (arrow) even though surrounded by highly atrophic fibers.
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contained a distinct area of severely atrophied fibers which
were referred to as the ‘severely affected’ area surrounded by
a less severely affected region. Severely affected areas were
easily identified by the highly atrophic and heterogeneous
fiber sizes (Figs. 3a, 3b). Images of all fields of view from this
severely affected area were recorded. Every other field of
view from the less severely affected areas (Figs. 3c, 3d) were
also obtained for subsequent quantification. 

Based on stereological principles,13,15 the variance in fiber
area was compared with number of fields required for accu-
rate determination in fiber area; the total number of fields
quantified from each collection of images was calculated to
be five to six. Thus, six images were randomly selected from
each group of images, with the use of a random number gen-
erator, for cross-sectional area analysis. In cases where there
were fewer than six images obtained, all images from that
region were analyzed. Of the 21 samples that contained a
severely affected area, seven of these samples had fewer than
six fields of view in the severely affected region and five sam-
ples had fewer than six fields of view in the less severely
affected region. 

Before analysis, each image was inspected, and areas with
sectioning artifacts, blood vessels, merged fibers, or poor
staining quality were omitted from the quantification. On
average, this protocol resulted in fiber area determination
from a mean of 2285 (SEM=210) fibers in injected muscles
and 586 (SEM=25) fibers in contralateral muscles, or about
15 and 5% of the entire muscle respectively. To provide a
representative average fiber area for the entire section of
injected muscles, the fiber area of the severely affected
region and the fiber area in the less severely affected region
were mathematically averaged, weighted by the area fraction
of each region, defined as the area of the region divided by
the total area of the muscle cross-section, using the equation:

As • Φs + Al • Φl
where As is the area fraction of the severely affected region, Al

is the area fraction of the less severely affected region, Φs is
the mean fiber area in the severely affected region, and Φl is
the mean fiber area of the less severely affected region. 

Fiber cross-sectional areas were measured using a custom-
written macro in ImageJ (NIH, Bethesda, MD). Filtering crite-
ria were applied to ensure measurement of actual muscle
fibers. These criteria rejected regions with areas below 50µm2

or above 5600µm2 to eliminate neurovascular structures and
‘optically fused’ fibers respectively. Fibers touching the edge
of the field were excluded as they were assumed to be incom-
plete. Regions with circularity below 0.30 or above 1.0 were
excluded to prevent inclusion of fibers that were obliquely
sectioned. Oblique sectioning can artificially increase fiber
area through artefact.15

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Experimental results were analyzed by two-way analysis of
variance with repeated measures using treatment group and
testing time as grouping factors. Post-hoc Tukey tests were
used to compare dependent variables among various pairs of
groups. Linear regression was used to determine the associa-
tion between measured torque and muscle fiber area. All
results are reported as mean (SEM) unless otherwise noted.

Results
No significant difference in muscle mass was observed between
the injected legs of the three NT-treated groups (p>0.6; Fig. 4)
or the contralateral legs of the three NT-treated groups
(p>0.7; Fig. 4). A significant difference was observed between
the saline-injected control group and each of the NT-treated
groups (p<0.001; data not shown). A significant mass decrease
was observed for the TA muscle, which was directly injected,
as well as the extensor digitorum longus muscles of all NT-
treated groups, which share the anterior compartment and
the deep peroneal nerve with the TA.

In contrast to the muscle mass result, dorsiflexion torque
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Figure 4: Muscle mass of botulinum toxin A (BTX-A)-injected and contralateral muscles for each of the experimental groups.
(a) Tibialis anterior (TA) muscle mass, (b) extensor digitorum longus (EDL) muscle mass. While a significant difference was
observed between legs within animals, no significant difference was observed between experimental treatments (BTX-A only,
BTX-A + passive stretch/release cycles [PS], or BTX-A + isometric contractions [ISO]).
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showed a significant effect that was uniquely related to experi-
mental treatment. As expected, post-injection torque was sig-
nificantly reduced by around 80% in all NT-treated extremities
1 month after injection (p<0.05; Fig. 5) but did not change
significantly for saline-injected muscles of controls (p>0.7;
data not shown). However, while all NT-treated extremities
demonstrated a significant torque decrease relative to their
pre-injection levels (p<0.05), the ISO and PS groups (Fig. 5)
demonstrated significantly lower torques compared with the
BTX-A only group which received no physical manipulation
(p<0.05; Fig. 5). Perhaps even more surprising, ISO and PS
groups both demonstrated a significantly smaller contralater-
al effect compared with the BTX-A only group that received
no manipulation (p<0.05; Fig. 5).

Muscle fiber size results generally mimicked the function-
al results presented above. Specifically, fiber size was signifi-
cantly reduced by about 80% in the severely affected region
of all muscles and by about 40% in the less severely affected
areas of all NT-treated extremities 1 month after treatment
(p<0.05; Fig. 6) relative to the contralateral muscle. The
severely affected region of the BTX-A-only injected group
was significantly smaller compared with the other two injec-
tion groups (p<0.01) and, qualitatively, appeared to be
hypercellular (Fig. 3a). 

As dorsiflexion torque represents the interaction among
peripheral nerve, neuromuscular junction, and muscle func-
tions, researchers wanted to determine whether muscle tissue
changes could account for the functional changes described
above. To define a fiber area that was functionally relevant, the
‘weighted fiber area’ calculation described in the Method sec-

tion was determined.15 Consistent with the functional results,
ISO and PS groups demonstrated significantly larger contralat-
eral fibers compared with the BTX-A-only group (p<0.05; Fig.
7a) indicating a smaller systemic-effect of BTX-A due to physi-
cal manipulation even at the cellular level. However, with
regard to the injected leg, while the trend was for decreased
fiber size in the ISO and PS groups relative to the BTX-A-only
group, these results were not statistically significant (p>0.14).
Power analysis revealed that a sample size of 19 was required
to achieve statistical significance16 but these experiments were
not added to the experimental design. 

To determine whether weighted fiber area was functional-
ly relevant, the relationship between fiber area and torque
for each animal subject was quantified using linear regres-
sion. For all experimental subjects, there was a significant
positive relationship between fiber size and joint torque
(Fig. 7b, r2=0.81, p<0.001). It can be seen that there is a
bimodal distribution of the independent variable ‘fiber area’
which might leverage the regression relationship.17 To deter-
mine whether the regression relationship was compromised
by convolution of the four experimental groups, each group
was regressed independently, and results from all but the
contralateral legs of the saline-injected control muscles were
still found to be significant (p<0.05; data not shown).

Discussion
The main result of this study is that the efficacy of BTX-A
injection was increased by only 20 minutes of manipulation
regardless of whether that manipulation involved active
muscle contraction (ISO) or passive stretch. Not only did
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Figure 5: Dorsiflexion torque measured from
botulinum toxin A (BTX-A)-injected leg (two left groups
of bars) and the contralateral leg (rightmost bars) for
the three experimental treatments (BTX-A only, BTX-A
+ passive stretch/release cycles [PS], or BTX-A +
isometric contractions [ISO]). Note that two groups
receiving manipulation (either PS or ISO) showed
greater effect in injected leg and a less severe systemic-
effect in contralateral leg.

Figure 6: Muscle fiber area measured in botulinum toxin
A (BTX-A)-injected muscles and contralateral muscles for
the experimental treatments (BTX-A only, BTX-A +
passive stretch/release cycles [PS], or BTX-A + isometric
contractions [ISO]). Area is shown for two different
regions of the BTX-A-injected muscles: those most severely
affected (left bars, also illustrated in Figs. 3a and 3b)
and those less severely affected (middle bars, also
illustrated in Figs. 3c and 3d respectively).
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manipulation increase the efficacy of BTX-A on the injected
muscle, the contralateral muscle was spared the systemic-
effects of the toxin with manipulation. This result reveals that
muscle motion, regardless of stress or neuromuscular junc-
tion activity, increases the efficacy of BTX-A in the manipulat-
ed muscle and also spares distant muscles. The mechanism
by which this phenomenon occurs is not known.

Previous studies suggested that neural activity would
enhance the ‘active uptake’ of NT into the presynaptic termi-
nal and that any free NT would affect distant muscles, per-
haps by diffusion of the toxin.5,6 Recent basic studies revealed
that the SV2 protein is the specific receptor for BTX-A.18 The
receptor binding domain of SV2 is intravesicular, which
means that it is only exposed (from the vesicular side of the
neurotransmitter vesicle) after fusion with the presynaptic
membrane and release of the neurotransmitter acetylcholine.
This would be expected to cause preferential binding of the
NT for the ISO group. Therefore, it was not expected that PS
treatment would promote an increase in NT efficacy. It was
anticipated that PS might actually squeeze the ‘injectate’ out
of the muscle, thus decreasing efficacy and increasing the
systemic-effect on the contralateral muscles. 

A study by Kim et al.19 demonstrated an enhancement of the
paralytic effects of the NT when combining passive stretch
and electrical stimulation for 2 hours after BTX-A injection.
Although there are several differences between our study
and the previous one19 (Table I), results of both studies
emphasize that muscle manipulation may enhance the effica-
cy of NT injection. Another study demonstrated that NT
injection associated with electrical stimulation maximized
paralysis, but spontaneous muscle activity appeared earlier
in the stimulated muscle compared with the non-stimulated
muscle.10 However, the unique finding of the current study
is that the enhancement of NT efficacy is associated with a
decreased systemic toxicity of the injection. 

Passive stretch in conjunction with NT injection has been
studied before using taping,20,21 which was intended to stretch
the spastic muscle progressively for 5 or 6 days. Increased
efficacy using this kind of treatment was hypothesized to be
due to the production of a muscular activation by elicitation
of a tonic stretch reflex.20 However, this mechanism does not
explain the current result, as the PS protocol produced no
reflex activation based on the passive torque record which
showed the typical nonlinear load-deformation pattern that
is observed for most soft tissues (Fig. 1b, solid line). Rather, it
appears that any manipulation that ‘spreads’ the injectate to
neuromuscular junctions will have the effect of increased
efficacy and decreased systemic-effects. If this is the case,
almost any physical manipulation of the muscle could pro-
duce the same result, but further studies are necessary to
define this mechanism more precisely. 

Another interesting aspect of the increased efficacy is the
relatively short amount of time required to achieve this result
in an animal model: just one 20-minute session. Previous
studies carried out in humans report increased BTX-A effica-
cy but only after much more manipulation time: periodic
electrical stimulation over a 24-hour period;11 30 minutes of
electrical stimulation, six times per day for 3 days after the
injection;1,22 30 minutes of electrical stimulation per day for
5 days after the injection;10 and one session of 30 minutes of
voluntary exercise.12

The current results are also consistent with a previous
study demonstrating that increased efficacy of BTX-A when
associated with electrical stimulation could result in the use of
a decreased dose, as there was no difference in the effective-
ness between low dose BTX-A (100 units) combined with
short-term stimulation and high-dose (400 units) application
in spastic drop foot.1 The use of a short 20-minute session of
manipulation after NT injection is easier and more acceptable
to patients compared with the various electrical stimulation
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Figure 7: (a) Overall weighted muscle fiber area measured in botulinum toxin A (BTX-A)-injected muscles and contralateral
muscles. Area was calculated using equation in Method section. (b) Correlation between fiber area and dorsiflexion torque
for all experimental subjects. Linear regression analysis revealed significant relationship between variables (p<0.001) with
coefficient of determination, r2=0.81.
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paradigms. Additionally, passive stretch has an advantage over
active muscle contraction and electrical stimulation, both of
which are uncomfortable. Passive manipulation does not elicit
the pain response which is a commonly-reported symptom
after BTX-A injection.

Muscle fiber area quantification clearly showed that the
force loss elicited by BTX-A injection was related to muscle
fiber force generating capacity, as there was a strong correla-
tion between force generated and fiber size for all muscles
studied (Fig. 7b). This is important because neuromuscular
junction function or compromised peripheral nerve func-
tion could be implicated in the current model which uses
indirect muscle fiber activation via the peroneal nerve. It is
expected that at this 1-month time point significant nerve
sprouting would have occurred and that the elicited function
was mediated by sprouted nerves, not the original nerve which
would only become functional after about 60 days.23 Therefore,
the sprouted nerves appear to be able to activate the muscle
fibers fully under the conditions used here. The fact that fiber
size was so dramatically altered by BTX-A injection highlights
the extreme sensitivity of muscle fibers to neural activity. The
relatively large 80% decrease in fiber size and muscle maxi-
mum tetanic tension indicates that the muscle is even more
sensitive to ‘disuse’ by BTX-A injection compared with ‘dis-
use’ by other models, such as limb immobilization,24,25 space-
flight,26 and hindlimb suspension27 where 1 month of disuse
is usually accompanied by only about a 30% loss in TA func-
tion. It is tempting to speculate that loss of neuromuscular
junction patency after BTX-A injection may initiate active cel-
lular processes that promote muscle degradation via the
ubiquitin-proteasome pathways.28

Regarding outcomes of such NT-injection studies, the cur-
rent data clearly invalidate the use of muscle mass as a mea-
sure of function: none of the NT-injection groups showed
differences in muscle mass of either the injected or contralat-
eral muscle although both of these groups showed functional
differences among them. Thus, if muscle mass had been used
in this study as a surrogate for function, this interesting phe-
nomenon would have been completely missed. Muscle mass
only provides the crudest of indications of muscle condition,
as noncontractile material can contribute to mass (inflamma-
tory cells, fluid, connective tissue, etc.) and muscle tissue
mass alone is a poor predictor of function because architec-
tural properties can be altered by disuse treatments.29,30

In considering the application of these results to the clini-
cal treatment of spasticity, one must consider several study
limitations. First, this animal model used only normal mus-
cle because it is believed that there is no adequate animal
model of spasticity.31,32 As spastic muscles differ from normal
muscles both structurally and functionally, further studies
are required to determine if similar results to those observed
here are seen in spastic muscles. It is possible that the trans-
port of NT is altered by the structural changes that occur
within the muscle and it is not even known whether the neu-
romuscular junctions are normal in spastic muscle. Second,
the injection volume used in this study (100µL) was relatively
high compared with the volume of the rat TA (~1mL). Based
on the mass of the human TA (about 80g),33 this would be
equivalent to injecting 8mL of NT into the muscle which
would generally be considered excessive (H Chambers, per-
sonal communication 2005). The use of a relatively high
injection volume may have overemphasized the magnitude

of the contralateral effect of BTX-A injection. Manipulation
did attenuate the contralateral effect in the model system
used, and there is no reason to believe that this was specifi-
cally due to the relatively large injection volume.

Conclusion
This study demonstrates that either passive or active manipu-
lation of the rat TA muscle after BTX-A injection increased its
efficacy in the injected muscle and decreased its systemic
side effects to the contralateral muscle. This finding may ulti-
mately be used to define the precise conditions under which
the effects of BTX-A injection can be optimized for various
human skeletal muscles.

Accepted for publication 1st August 2007. 
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Table I: Comparison of current study with findings of Kim 
et al. (2003)19

Current study Kim et al.

Experimental model
Animal Sprague-Dawley rat New Zealand rabbit
Muscle analyzed Tibialis anterior Gastrocnemius

Study design
BTX-A only Yes Yes
Saline injection Yes No
BTX-A + PS Yes No
BTX-A + ES Yes No
BTX-A + PS + ES No Yes
PS + ES only No Yes
Randomization Yes Yes
Contralateral limb control data Yes No

Muscle manipulation (PS or ES)
Duration 20min 2h
Number of sessions 1 1

BTX-A injection
Dose 6U/kg 6.7 or 8U/kg
Dilution 0.1mL 0.1 or 0.5mL

Evaluation
Torque Yes No
CMAP No Yes
Histology time period 4wks 8wks

Measurement intervals
Baseline Yes Yes
1wk No Yes
4wks Yes Yes
8wks No Yes

BTX-A, botulinum toxin A; PS, passive stretch/release cycles;
ES, electrical stimulation; CMAP, compound muscle action potential.
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List of abbreviations

BTX-A Botulinum toxin A
ISO Isometric contractions
NT Neurotoxin
PS Passive stretch/release cycles
TA Tibialis anterior


